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FOREWORD

When the author asked me to write out a

foreword when I was in Bombay in the

month of June, I readily consented, because

I thought that he would forget all about it

after I left. But the author is inexorable

and here am I trying to dictate a foreword.

It is difficult for me to say anything about

the late Lokamanya, as I feel overwhelmed

whenever I think of his greatness. Yet his

greatness was so simple. No analysis of his

genius or character is possible because of

that very simplicity. I confess I cannot

analyse his greatness ; I can only say what
has been said from a thousand platforms in

India that he was a man of whom India is

proud.
It is unnecessary for me to refer to his love

of country, pride of race, indomitable courage,

unflagging perseverance and spirit of sacrifice

which made his activities so real. All these

are a matter of record in the recent history
of Indian Nationalism,
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VI LOKAMANYA TILAK

It has often been said that the Late Loka-

manya was a practical politician and not an

idealist with a vision. I naturally shrink

from an attempt to classify his genius. The
character of a truly great man defies classifi-

cation. I shall relate one little incident of

his life and leave the readers to put what
name they please to his genius. In 1906,
when the Congress was held in Calcutta the

Lokamanya and many of my Maharashtra

friends were my guests. One day during his

visit a gentleman from Lucknow came to

see him. I was present. This gentleman was
a Moderate in politics and began to speak
somewhat angrily. He accused Lokamanya
of creating dissensions in the Congress camp
and said

'' Do you know what the Maho-
medans are doing ? They are com.bining

against the Hindus and trying to start a

Pan-Islamic movement." Lokamanya's eyes

glistened. He said, ''Are you sure?". This

gentleman got very angry. He said
"
Sure ?

I am as sure as I am here talking to you. I.

have seen some of the letters. Whilst you
are dividing the Hindus, the Mahomedans
are uniting to crush us." To my surprise^.

Lokamanya said with a smile, which it is

impossible for me to describe.
'' Then is
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FOREWORD vii

our deliverance at hand. Don't you see the

moment the ^Mahomedans combine, that

moment the Government will be at them.

The moment the Government is at them,

that very moment they will unite with us."

It was after this that the Moslem League was

started in open opposition to the I. N. Con-

gress. It was after this that the Moslem

League strove and worked in perfect unity
with the I. N. Congress. It was after this

that the Hindu-Moslem Unity was declared

a crime in the Punjab. Now we all know.

Was he a practical politician ? Was he an

idealist with a vision ?

CHITTA RANJAN DAS
148, Russa Road South,

Calcutta, 1-12-21.
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PREFACE

The story of the Life of Lokamanya Tilak

is the history of Western India during the

1 ast forty years ; it is the history of the birth

and growth of Indian NationaUsm, its im-

pact on the Indian Bureaucracy, its vicissi-

tudes, its struggles, disappointments, suc-

cesses and reverses. To attempt a task of

such magnitude, so eminently fit for a philo-

sopher-historian is at any time a
"
stroke of

temerity." It is still more so at the present

juncture when the ashes of the controver-

sies in which Mr. Tilak so prominently

figured are hot. Though dead, Mr. Tilak

still lives in our midst ; and the time is not

yet for a pronouncement of the final verdict

of History upon him. That is evidently a

work for the next generation when the bio-

grapher or historian will be fortified in his

judgment by the knowledge of the ultimate

success or failure of Mr. Tilak's methods
and those of his opponents. My task is
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PREFACE IX

comparatively modest ; and though my diffi-

culties are infinitely greater than those of

the future historian, a contemporary biogra-

pher has obvious advantages over him.

Throughout the succeeding narrative, I

have never tried to conceal my bias for Mr.

Tilak. Nor will the reader—Moderate or

Extremist, Brahmin or Non-Brahmin, Indian

or European—except me to do so. I have

however, to the best of my ability, scrupulous-

ly adhered to truth. Not being closely identi-

fied with party principles, personalities and

prejudices, I can claim to have judged Mr.

Tilak's opponents sympathetically. I have

as great a regard for Ranade as for Vishnu-

shastri Chiploonkar ; and if in the following

pages the reader finds any lapses from the

standard of fair criticism set by me, he

should unhesitatingly attribute them rather

to an imperfect comprehension of truth than

to any conscious desire of misrepresenting
Mr. Tilak's opponents. Mr. Tilak's great-

ness is so immense and self-evident that it

stands in no need of any exggeration or

misrepresentation.
The idea of writing a life of the Loka-

manya was dimly and vaguely floating in

my mind for a number of years. It recurred
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X LOKAMANYA TILAK

to me again and again when, taking advantage
of the obscurity which hung over his earher

activities, many of his enthusiastic oppo-
nents in Western India actively set themselves

to indulge in cheap gibes by irreverential and

by no means fair references to what they
considered to be his mistakes. In this, they
can be pardoned for, being young, these

opponents might have been the dupes of mis-

understandings born in an atmosphere of

party prejudices. But their attacks cer-

tainly led me to go beneath the surface of

things and inquire w^hat truth there was in

them. And after three year's patient work,

I find that Mr. Tilak's activities, far from

having the shortcomings and inconsistencies

of a political opportunist, have all the well-

sustained unity of a beautiful drama, in

which each scene is organically related to

the preceding and to the succeeding and all

together make one harmonious whole.

It would have been almost impossible for

me to do this laborious work without the

active co-operation of my friends. Their

number is legion. I shall take this oppor-

tunity of thanking only a few of them ;
and

if I have to omit individual reference to all,

that is due to the limits of an ordinary pre-
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PREFACE XI

face. Mr. M. R. Paranjpye, Principal of the

Gokuldas Tejpal High School, Bombay, kind-

ly undertook to help me in revising the

work. Mr. Annasahib Sapre and Mr. Kar-

melkar prepared the Press-copy in an in-

credibly short time. I must also thank Mr.

M. K. David and Mr. Bhausahib Oak for

having helped me in a variety of ways.
Even then I should hardly have hoped of

accomplishing this task but for the sponta-
neous assistance rendered bv Prof. Haribhau

Tulpule, Mr. D. K. Sathe and Mr. Annasahib

Chiploonkar, who during the last ten months
had placed their services entirely at my dis-

posal.

The credit of having supplied the excellent

paper on which this book is published, goes

entirely to Mr. M. R. Joshi, Paper-merchant,
Poona. Mr. Nanasahib Gondhalekar, the

enterprising Proprietor of the Jagaddhitecchu
Press, Poona, must both be praised and thank-

ed for having printed off this book in five

short weeks on his new Monotype machine.

While this Preface was being written, news
has arrived that Mr. C. R. Das, President-

elect of the forth-coming Congress has been

arrested. I must sincerely thank him for

having snatched an odd minute to write a
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Xii LOKAMANYA TILAK

foreword when his mind was distracted by the

troubles brewing in Bengal.

The unique feature of Mr. Tilak's career is

that, like a magnet it draws all. While

the populace claim him as one of their own,

aristocrats recognize that he represented, in

his intellectual and spiritual eminence, a

nobler aristocracy than has fallen to their lot.

Old persons feel interest in the romance of

his career ; the middle-aged derive instruc-

tion therefrom. On the younger generation,

the influence of Mr. Tilak's life is still deeper.

It not only interests and instructs but in-

spires the mind to a performance of great

deeds. Like the story of the Pandavas, it is

bound to go down to generations unborn as

an eternal source of inspiration.

-f/:^
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LOKAMANYA TILAK

CHAPTER I

MR. BLUNT
Oh hush thee' my baby, the time soon will come

When thy sleep shall be broken by trumpet and drum;
Then hush thee, my darling, take rest while you may.
For strife comes with manhood and waking with day.

Scott

The highest praise that has yet been accorded to

Lokamanya Tilak has come, curiously enough, from the

Hon. Mr. Gokhale who is reported to have said to an

Enghsh friend that, bom a hundred and twenty years

before, Mr. Tilak would have carved out a kingdom for

himself. This pithiest and most appropriate compli-
ment pictures for us Mr. Tilak as he really was, not a

product of the Western Civilisation and of the English
Government but a solitary surviver of the race which

four generations back had well-nigh conquered the whole

of India. It was impossible for him to be assimilated,

like most of his countrjTnen by and in the mighty

Enghsh Government ; nor could that Government crush

his spirit and make him a helpless spectator of our

downfall. He was every inch a soldier a soldier

in a civilians' garb. The Press and the Plaftorm were

his field of action; and from this battlefield he waged
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2 LOKAMANYA TILAK

a relentless war on the Indian Bureaucracy for nearly

forty years. He alone of all others dared strike the

shield of the Government with the
"
sharp end of the

steel." The silent suffering country wanted a man
who could speak out without mincing matters, one who
could boldly stand up for cur birth-right held in pawn
by the rulers of the land. Where could such an one be

found except in the great Mahratta race ?

Bal Gangadar Tilak was born at Ratnagiri on July

23rd, 1856. Bom in a race to which the Peshwas be-

longed and in a town not far away from the birth-place

of Balaji Vishwanath, he WcLS, indeed, destined to play

the role of a representative of those who had ruled the

greater part of India for nearly a hundred years. In

the year of his birth the political atmosphere in India

was electric. It was a remarkable year for this re-

markable child to be ushered into existence. It was as

ominous to the new nilers of the land as this child was

destined to be. Lord Dalhousie, the last of the aggres-

sive proconsuls of the British East India Company had

just departed, cutting off all the Native poppies that

dared appear tall among the degenarates of the van-

quished races of India, and while he was thus stretching

the red canvas over the country, the last vestiges of the

Imperial families of Delhi and of Satara were

swept away, witfi the result that he left a legacy as

fatal to his successor as Lord Chelmsford has done

to the present Viceroy. Hindus and Mahomedans

smarting under the humiliation of eclipsed crescent

and BJiagva Zenda had made common cause.

The unity was no doubt temporary, the result of a

common wrong ; the essential condition for a successful
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MR. BLUNT 3

revolution was wanting, the proletariat being unwilling

to be disturbed by the wails and woes of the feudal

landlords with their figure-head Royalties. So the

rising ended in smoke, making the Enghsh still more

secure in the land.

Thus it was that when Bal, the only son and second

child of Gangadharpant {alias Nana) Tilak was passing

the early days of his life in his home at Ratnagiri, re-

markable deeds of grim valour and cruel carnage were

an every-day occurance in distant Delhi. The red

fury of inflamed soldiery that had set the whole country

ablaze must have borne its flues and sparks to the

birth-place of our hero, at least in the form of a wonder-

ful crop of rumours. It is inconceivable that the green

memory of these things should have failed to impress

the imagination of a child whose whole life was a dedi-

cation to the service of the Motherland.

What httle is known of Bal's mother shows that she

was a kind-hearted and an intensely religious woman.
His father was one of those gems

"
of purest ray serene"

that for want of favourable opportunities lie concealed

in the deep
"
caverns of the ocean." Bom in August

1820, he had passed the early years of his boyhood in

dreaming dreams of learning and high social position

and had, after finishing his vernacular course of instruc-

tion at Dabhol (Dist. Ratnagiri), walked over, in those

days of difficult travelling to Poona. At a time when
a boy learning English had every kind of encouragement

given to him. Nana would surely have been able to cc«n-

plete his studies ; but a domestic misfortune compelled
him to bid good-bye to all his ambitions and rest con-

tent, as a school master, with the
"
splendid

"
salary of
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4 LOKAMANYA TILAK

Rs. 10 per mensem. But though he was thus called

upon to waste his abilities in the cramping atmos-

phere of vernacular school-life, he never neglected his

duties nor did he abandon his favourite pursuit of

knowledge. All his leisure was devoted to the

study of Mathematics, Sanskrit and Marathi ; and

his mastery over the several branches of these sub-

jects enabled him to bring out two books, the

one on Trigonometry and the other on Marathi

Grammar. But neither the scholarship of Gangadharpant
nor his conscientious discharge of duties could make
his superiors forget or overlook his stern sense of

personal independence. The inevitable consequence
followed : he was neglected in official preferment.

It was only after full 17 years of service, when

his claims could not with decency be set aside, that he

was rewarded with the much-coveted post of an Assist-

ant Deputy Educational Inspector and was transferred

to Poona (1866).

The intensely religious vein of the mother and the

stem sense of personal independence of the father re-

flected themselves in the wilful nature of the boy, a

characteristic which has played no insignificant part in

his future career. This delicate child of a delicate

mother was not put to school before he was 11, not cer-

tainly for want of facilities—Ratnagiri was a District

town—but evidently because, the father, himself a

school-master, intended to give his son a good ground-

ing in Sanskrit and vernacular in the unfettered free-

dom of home-life. Bal proved wonderfully responsive

to his father's instructions. He loved his childish plays

no doubt, but, evea at that age the ponderous volumes
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MR. BLUKT 5

in his father's library impressed him more. One

book particularly attracted his fancy. He had heard

his father reading the sonorous periods of Bana's

Kadamhari and believing the book to be no more diffi-

cult than the holy Sanskrit verses he was set to recite

every evening, he went up to his father and asked for

the loan of the book. Startled with the request, but un-

willing to dispirit his son by a curt refusal Gangadhar-

pant promised to give the book on one condition. A

knotty problem in Arithmetic was set ; Bal was to

work it out and have the book. Armed with slate and

pencil, Bal waged a relentless war on the problem for

an hour and a half and carried off the prize amidst the

applause of the proud mother and the loving sister.

This was the first triumph of Bal's life. His poor
mother did not live to see others. Her health, natural-

ly delicate, undermined by frequent fasting gave way
and she died (1866) before realising an Indian mother's

ambition of getting her son married. Sometime later,

Bal was sent to school. He jumped from standard to

standard and was soon transferred to the Poona High
School whence he matriculated in 1872. The rigid for-

mality of the classes, with its accompaniment of church-

yard silence utterly disgusted him. The spectacle of

mediocre teachers hammering scrappy stuff, styled

knowledge into the mediocre brains of students was not

calculated to charm a boy to whom reading was under-

standing and committing to memory no labour. The

race of marks and of rank could never allure him;

His unwillingness to take down notes and translations

was an enigma to his teachers. He was content that he

had learnt the lessons and was quite indifferent to the
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h LOKAMANYA TILAK
u

expression. He cared more for knowledge than for

words, more for thoughts than for the expression. But

the traditional cast of the teachers' mind could not

reahse that the brain is more often a better

register than the copy-book and that what goes to the

copy-book generally misses the memory. Bal however

stuck to his methods. When at work in Mathematics,

he solved all the examples orally and put down only

the answer.
" Where is your method

"
asked the precise

pedagogue. "It is here
"

said our hero, pointing to

his head.

Such an
**
unmethodical

" and rebellious child was

never likely to be popular with the teachers, who on oc-

casions took complaints to his father. Bal cared little for

their good opinion and less for their
"
time-honoured

'*

methods. His father was intensely proud of him and

presaged for him a great career. The promising son of

the Assistant Deputy Inspector, could not, in those days
of early marriages, long escape the fetters of wedlock.

A suitable bride was found in Tapihai, daughter of

Ballal Bal of Ladghar (Dist. Ratnagiri), to whom he was

married in 187 1. Soon after this event happened two

others, the one favourable and the other extremely un-

fortunate. Bal passed his Matriculation in December

1872 ; but only a few months before his success in the

examination his father died, leaving him quite an.

orphan. ''It is the bitterest element in the vast irony

of human life that the time-worn eyes, to which a

son's success would have brought the purest gladness are

so often closed for ever,even before success has come." *

When Bal joined (1873) the Deccan College as a resi-

*
Morley's Life of Cobden,
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MR. BLUNT 7

dent student, the Bombay University and its affiliated

Colleges were not quite as old as their alumni. The

rough and ready methods of the East India Company's
Government were, by this time being gradually sub-

stituted by Institutions more imposing under the direct

rule of the Queen-Empress. In matters educational,

Colonel-Professors and Major-Directors were giving

place to graduates from Oxford and Cambridge ; and

although this new University ware was not as a rule a

very great improvement on the former mihtary commo-

dity, it WcLS, at IccLst, imbued with the atmosphere of the

EngHsh academies. Howsoever opinions may differ as

to the value of the knowledge Indian students acquired

at these Institutions, one thing was certain that they
were not slow to admire the gowns and caps of the sar-

torial Major-domoes, in whose orbits it was their destiny
to fall.

Persons of pairasitic psychology, whose main purpose
is to make the present comfortable without a thought
to the future may deride the idea of National Educa-

tion. But those who can think for themselves are

painfully aware of the disadvantages of imbibing foreign

ideas through a foreign medium at an immature but

impressionable time of life. The system of education

transplanted from England to India by well-meaning
administrators was itself faulty at the very foundation ;

and the immature graduates of English Universities

who came out to India as custodians of the New
learning were entirety innocent of India's storied past
and the living present. They were quite ignorant of

the dangers of directing the youthful energies of the

children of shastris and pundits into the uncongenial
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S LOKAMANYA TILAK

channels of an alien culture. It was of course im-

possible for them to impart instruction in the ver-

naculars. The students were therfore called upon
to do every intellectual work through a foreign
medium. The crushing burden of receiving instruction

through English has been pronounced by competent
authorities to have "

atrophied all originality, research,

adventure, ceaseless effort, courage and like qualities."

But the misfortunes of the student-world did not end

here. The assimination of alien thought at an impres-
sionable period of life is an unsupportable burden. The
influence of Shelleys and Byrons, hke that of all narcotics

is at once exhilerating and depressing. It plants alien

ideals into the hearts of the young, without affording

that corrective which a close study of Hindu ideals can

alone give. The deification of Western culture and

civilisation inclines the students to apply the crude

standards of Western materialism to the nobler civilisa-

tion of this country. It is thus that the cry of Social

Reform has gone forth. The principles of democracy im-

mortalised in the passionate writing and speeches of

Burke, Bright and Gladstone create aspirations diffi-

cult of realisation in the cramping political atmosphere
of the country. No wonder that many a graduate has

found his physical strength and endurance severely

taxed in his academical life. The spectacle of hundreds

of bright young men annually leaving the university

portals as physical wrecks is, in no small measure,

due to the circumstances detailed above.

Bal must either have instinctively realized these

dangers or must have found his fragile frame quite in-

adequate to the manifestations of the mighty spirit
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MR. BLUNT. 9

^thm. For, soon after joining the Deccan College he

determined to lay the foundation of that physical

strength and endurance, which, in spite of worries and

hard intellectual work stood him in good stead

during the whole of his life. For full one year,

he neglected his studies and devoted practically all

his time exclusively to physical culture. Swimming,

boating and wrestling were his pastimes. Morning and

evening he passed through a severe course of Indian

gymnastics. At the end of the year, he failed in his F.

A. examination but he succeeded in his ambition and

became a robust young man. Instead of being required

to measure the quantity of his daily food, his powers of

digestion were wonderfully developed. When some years

later, he had an occasion to take food for a few months

in an hotel at Bombay, the manager found him the least

profitable of all customers. He could now stand the

rigours of heat and cold and could with impunity spend
hours together in physical or mental work. Even in

1900, when his health was unsatisfactory and he

could hardly be said to have recovered from the shock

of the prison-Hfe of 1897-98, he swam across the

Ganges—a distance of more than a quarter of a mile.

Once asked the secret of his intellectual tenacity, Mr.

Tilak particularly referred to this period of his youth
and said

"
If one only attends to one's body as one

does to one's mind from the age of 16 to that of 25,

and if the physical strength thus stored up is not

dissipated by gluttony or vice, one can stand any
amount of hard intellectual work till old age."

This acquisition of health and strenth increased the

buoyancy of his mind and he heartily joined in all the
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10 LOKAMANYA TILAK

innocent pranks of College-life. He however knew

where to draw the line between such innocent diversions

and culpable mischief. He also knew how to despise the

mistaken gentility of apathetic natures. His restless

intellect, unfatigued by the rigours of stud}/" occasional-

ly found diversion in heated discussions with his fellow-

students. His outspokenness earned for him the title

of Mr. Blunt. There is nothing paradoxical in the in-

tellectual acuteness and social bluntness of Mr. TUak.

These qualities can otherwise be named as social and

intellectual "directness." No beating about the bush,

but running straight to the subject in hand—that was

his characteristic. His critical faculty had abnormally

developed, and like young George Washington playing

with his axe, he used it on any and every subject that

came in his way. His innate bias for the classical litera-

ture of his country, however, saved him from being the

slave of his reason ; and the excesses of the Social

Reformers of the day made him shrink from accepting

their gospel without reserve.

Two professors
—

Principal Wordsworth and Prof.

Chhatre—of Mr. Tilak's College-days stood head and

shoulders above their contemporaries not only by
reason of their profound learning and inimitable

teaching but also by their noble character. Till the

end of his life Mr. Tilak ungrudingiy admitted the

high moral and intellectual equipment they brought

to their work. They were Gurus in the real sense of

the term.

Out of Mr. Tilak's college-companions, Messrs. Mule,

Sharangpani and Kathavte, though not quite so well

known, have, in their own way distinguished themsel-
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MR. BLUNT II

ves. Others—Messrs. Shridhar Balkrishna Upasani,

Gopal Ganesh Agarkar, Vamanrao Apte, Daji Abaji

Khare, Ganesh S. Khaparde, R. N. Mudholkar, Dayaram
Gidumal—need no introduction to our readers. Mr.

(Dr. Sir) N. G. Chandavarkar, too was a contemporary

oi Mr. Tilak, though studying in a different college.

He passed his B. A. examination in the same year with

Mr. Tilak (1876). Both Tilak and Chandavarkar secu-

red a first Class in the B. A. examination.

The Mathematical abilities of Mr. Tilak were of the

highest order and were fully and frankly recognised by
Prof. Chhatre who, in those days was considered to be

the premier Mathematician of the Presidency. Mr.

TUak's mathematical training, coupled with his fine

classical study gave his genius that logical and ima-

* Mr. Tilak's Sanskrit Studies found recreation in occasional

attempts at versification. Here are a few verses, selected from

one of his Composition Note-Books :
—

^ fTSR^ f^r R^ ^^ ^\^^^Wi%^^ ^ & ^^: I

^T^ ^5:r% 37^*11^ ^ ^^-^5^Rt o^T?T^ II ^ n

R^t^ ^^ fT ^^' 37^1 cfi^ f^rr^^c^JT nun
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12 LOKAMANYA TILAK

ginative bent which excites the admiration of the

readers of the Gita-Rahasya and the Arctic Home in the

Vedas.

His utter disregard of praise and scholarships was

not due to the perfunctory method of his studies but

rather the reverse. If one were to analyse the prize-

hunters' mentality, it will be found that their studies

are not the outcome of a love of knowledge but the show

of it. The one aim of Mr. Tilak's life was the acquisi-

tion of the intrinsic and so all the rewards resulting from

the attainment of merely marketable knowledge had no

charm for him. His reading was extensive and

thorough ; while reading for examination the history of

the reigns of Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth, he

studied about a dozen standard authors and made his

own notes. While preparing for the LL. B. examina-

tion, instead of contenting himself with reading Hindu

Law from English writers he went straight to the foun-

tain-head and studied Yajnavalkya and other authori-

ties. He also read all the important Acts passed by the

Government of India since 1827. The closeness of his

application to studies and his ready and prolonged
concentration therein were the wonder of his

friends ; and there was another quality which

is equally, if not still more rare, the innate

purity of his mind. Mr. Upsani, his life-long

friend recalling those three years of Bombay-life

says
"

I shared Mr. Tilak's room while both of us

f^[^f^ =^ 5at^JHTHi% 51^ ^%^ W ^: II ^^11
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MR. BLUNT. 13;

were students of Law at Bombay ; and I don't remem-

ber a single occasion when he gave expression to any

unworthy thought." Happy the youth which, Uke a

lotus, can grow, unsulUed and uncontaminated, in the

muddy water of worldly Ufe and which, the moment it

is full blown is dedicated to the service of the Mother-

land. For such sacred worship, only the freshest, the

most fragrant and unsmelt flowers are necessary. Mr.

Tilak passed his LL. B. in December 1879.
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CHAPTER II

THE FIRST ORDEAL
Ruby wine is drunk by knaves.

Sugar spends to fatten slaves,
• *

The Hero is not fed on sweets.

Daily his own heart he eats ;

Chambers of the great are jails.

And head-winds right for royal sails.

Emerson

TT has been said of Buddha that the sight, in quick

succession, of disease, old age and death took away
forever the smile from his lips and joy from his mind
and thenceforth the Lord of Compassion devoted all his

energies to the solution of the problem of misery.
Mr. Tilak's youthful thoughts, too, were clouded by
three great events, which produced an indelible im-

pression on his sensitive spirit and here we must seek

for the motive which led him to dedicate his life to

the service of the Mother-land. The lirst of these

events was the deposition (1875) of the late H. H.
Malharrao Gaekwar and his subsequent trial, by a

special commission, on the charge of having attempted
to poison his Resident Col. Phayre. People in the

Baroda State and outside, strongly believed in the in-

nocence of the Maharaja who was not restored to his

throne though the Commission differed in its findings.

The; fate of a hapless Indian Prince, who ought to
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THE HRST ORDEAL I5

have got at least the benefit of doubt created a deep
wound in Mr. Tilak's mind ; for its patriotism was

not outlandish, based merely on the perusal of the

works of Mill and Bright. It was essentially Indian,

and was directly derived from a contemplation of

the great and heroic deeds of Shivaji and his descend-

ants. The Maratha History of the 17th and i8th Centu-

ries formed the Bible of his patriotism and his blood

was aflame when he reflected on the utter impotence
to which the representatives of the Empire-builders
of the 18th century were reduced.

If the rumbling of a widespread insurrection at-

tended the birth of Mr. Tilak, the year of his gradu-

ation (1876) was marked by an abortive attempt
to overturn the British Government. This attempt
was confined only to some parts of Maharashtra. Its

authors were a few fanatics under the leadership of

Wasudeo Balvant Phadke, a clerk in Government

employ. The enthusiasm of these people far exceeded

their limitations. They had neither birth nor fortune

to impress the imagination of the public. Wasudeo

Balvant scarcely took note of the practical disappear-

ance of the martial instincts of the race, the apathy
and ignorance of the masses, the denationalisation of

the classes, the sloth of the degenerate descendants of

the old aristocracy. His attempts were doomed to

failure ; and they could only bring with them their

inevitable legacy
—

repression and suspicion. The

Brahmins—Poona Brahmins especially
—were the

greatest sufferers. Even a
'

model
'

Moderate like

Ranade, whose only
'

mistake
'

in life was a youthful

essay on Shivaji, that deprived him temporarily of
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l6 LOKAMANYA TILAK

his fellowship in the Elphinst©ne College did not

escape suspicion. The impression of the two up-
heavels of 1857 ^^^ ^^7^ on the mind of Mr. Tilak

was in inverse proportion to their magnitude and

importance. The former was an incident which hap-

pened when he was quite a baby and so the impres-
sion which he formed concerning it in his boyhood
was necessarily hazy. In the case of the latter, our

hero was a full-fledged gentleman, well-armed and

equipped with knowledge and reason. He saw how

immature, thoughtless and foolish the attempt of

Wasudev Balavant was ; and from this time must be

dated his horror of bloody revolutions. He clearly

saw that if Indians had to fight with Anglo-Indian

despots, it could only be, not with sword and gun,
but with pen and tongue. He saw that the secret of

the English power in India lay in their superior edu-

cation and organisation, and that we could wrest that

power only by meeting the English on their own

ground. The collection of a few fire-arms and the

slaughter of a handful of of&cials would not shake

the well-established British Government in India and

such attempts would only recoil upon us by rivetting

our chains.

The third event that impressed his youthful heart was
the terrible famine of 1877-8 with its toll of 50 lakhs

of lives. He passed sleepless nights and began to find

out the cause of such an abnormal condition.

Throughout his life Mr. Tilak was a friend of the

poor. Even Mr. Nevinson, a casual acquaintance of

his was impressed with Mr. Tilak's concern for the

poor. It was here, in this terrible famine of 1877-8,
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THE FISRT OKDEAL I7

that his sympathy for the poor was roused. To add

insult to injury, the advisers of Queen Victoria the

Good induced her to assume the title of
**
Kaiser-

i-Hind
"

in this very year of famine and starvation.

The impressions of these events were strengthened by
the companionship of a congenial friend and the mes-

sage of an inspiring leader. Since 1874, the young men
of Maharashtra were watching with passionate enthu-

siasm the appearance of a luminary in the literary

firmament of Poona. This luminary was no other

than the illustrious Vishnushastri Chiploonkar, son

of Krishnashastri, the memory of whose ability and

learning is still green. The hcuse of Krishnashastri

was the favourite resort of all the leading hghts of

Maharashtra; and of the interesting and instructive

discourses cf his father, Vishnu, shy and studious,

silent and thoughtful, was an attentive listener. So

when, after passing the Matriculation he joined the

Deccan College, he could carry thither a correctness of

taste and a depth and variety of knowledge which

many graduates could not claim. While many of his

fellow-students were abusing the liberty of college-

life and the liberality of their parents in a variey of

ways, the excesses of Vishnu were merely intellectual

and amounted to nothing more than a passionate

study of history and literature, to the neglect of

Logic and Mathematics. After graduation in 1872,
he was persuaded to accept a school-master's post in

the Educational Department, but this did not prevent
from starting, in 1874, the famous magazine, the

Nibandhamala, which by its magnificent rhetorical

style and trenchant criticism of the Government and
2
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l8 LOKAMANYA TILAK

of the social and religious movements of the day won
instant renown. It was clear that the pioneer of a

new School of National thought had arisen, able and

eager to fight with the pajty led by Ranade.

The intellectual plane o! Ranade was certainly more

elevated than that of Chiploonkar. In profundity
of thought, in depth and variety of learning he was

unequalled. He had tried his best to organise and dis-

cipline a generation of social and religious iconoclasts.

He had tried to lead the destructive and rebellious spirit

of his time into the constructive channels of Social

Reform. He wanted to build a Rationalistic Church

out of the materalistic and agnostic elements born of

Western education. On the other hand, Vishnusha:stri,

instead of trying to
"
reform

"
the people, wanted to

rouse them to a consciousness of the glory of their

history and religion. Heartily disgusted with the

shallowness of the public movements of his time, he

called upon the rising generation to make sacrifices ;

and he himself led the way by
"
snapping asunder

(1879) the chain (of ser\dce) once and for ever
"

and

resolved
"
to try what might be done for public good

with the potent instrumentality of a press establish-

ment worked by a vigorous hand.'*

The example and message of Vishnushastri had

undoubtedly a stimulating effect upon Mr, Tilak. They
also influenced Gopal Ganesh Agarkar, Mr. Tilak's chief

companion in the Deccan College. The early life of

this remarkable man was one long fight with
"

chill

penury.'* Neglected by relatives, occasionally insulted

by those whose help he had to seek, this man had

faith enough to grapple, undaunted, with every diM-
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^ulty. When taunted with poverty he had the spirit

to tell his teacher—a distinguished M.A.—that he, toe,

ivould some day take the degree of Master of Arts.

Poverty has
*'

repressed
'*

many a
"
noble rage ." It

sours a man and makes him cynical. But even

stark povery failed to repress the noble instincts of

Agarkar. Not a wrong in this world but had him as

its champion ; not a cause of liberty or reform but

gained his support. A student of Logic and Moral

Philosophy, he had lost much of his faith in religion.

But there was another Faith, to him higher and

nobler, a Faith which evoked the finest quahties of

his heart. The pent-up and ungratified desires of long

poverty generally tempt a man to their enjoyment at

the first opportunity. But such was the greatness of

Agarkar that when such an opportunity was within

his easy reach, he wrote to his mother
" You may be

waiting, mother dear, for your son to become an

M. A. and Hft you up from all the misery that haunts

you. I, however, have decided to turn my back on

money and happiness and dedicate my life to the

service of the country." This utter self-denial, after

a life of stark poverty would alone establish Agarkar's
title to the ever-lasting gratitude of his countrymen.
There was one point on which Tilak and Agarkar

-did not agree, even in their college days ; it was Social

Reform. While admitting the existence of evils and

the necessity of eradicating them, Mr. Tilak held

that reform, to be lasting, could only be a growth from

within ; that hasty measures and intemperate talk

would only retard the cause of reform; that refortn

should not be mere imitation of Western life arid
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20 LOKAMANYA TILAK

culture but should be based on a proper understanding
of the genius of our race and the traditions of our

society ; that the key-note of Indian life is purity
more than freedom and that in all programmes of

social reform we cannot too much lay stress on this

cardinal principle.

But though the attitude of Tilak towards Social

Reform differed essentially from that of Agarkar, still

they were agreed that this difference in view-point

should not prevent both from co-operating with each

other with respect to the main part of the

programme which was education in the widest

sense of the term. To cover the Presidency with a

net-work of schools was only a part of their aspira-

tions. They wanted to do something more ; they
wanted to educate the masses by imparting to them

democratic ideas and enlightening them on the

true state of the country. The birth of the New

English School on the one hand and of the Kescrl and

the Mahratta on the other, heralded in Maharashtra a

new era and galvanised its public life and the credit of

this achievement must be given to Chiploonkar, Tilak

and Agarkar.
To this band of enthusiastic workers, Ranade gave

his blessings and something more ; he recommended to

their notice Mahadeo Ballal Namjoshi, whose versatile

powers, keen perception, sound experience and tactful,

pushing nature more than compensated for his lack of

academic training. Mr. Namjoshi's indefatigable

•energy and immense resourcefulness helped his col-

leagues to tide over numerous crises and earned for

him the title of
"
our foreign secretary." To Tilak,.
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he pariicularly attached himself; and the ahnost bro

iherly friendship that sprang between them remained

unclouded till 1895, when Namjoshi closed his brilliant

career without leaving the wherewithal to perform his

funeral ceremony.
Another man, not less useful, joined them soon after.

Vaman Shivram Apte, the celebrated lexicographer had

earned in his college career high repute as an accom-

plished scholar and immediately on passing his M. A.

examination had been engaged temporarily as Head
Master in a Mission School. He tried his best to get a

very good post in the Educational Departrfient. But

such is the rigidity of red-tape, that he was offered the

modest post of an assistant master in an Anglo-Verna-
cular school. When the founders of the New English
School heard this, they at once approached Mr. Apte
and secured his services for the school as its Superin-
tendent. The choice was most appropriate. Mr. Apte

fully justified his selection for the post by the diligent

and thorough manner in which he discharged his duties.

He had in him the school-master's instinct, which

taken at its best means a strict but temperate sense of

discipline, patience with ignorance, system in exposition,

attention to minute details and a readiness to plod un-

wearied through the dull monotony of school-life.

The Vernacular newspapers in Western India were,

in those days mostly conducted by political dilettanti

and self-seeking business-men. They therefore could not

be expected to properly serve the cause of the public.

The only important exceptions were The Indu-Prakash,
the Dnyana-Prakash, the Native Opinion and the Subodh

Patrika. These, out of the 77 newspapers conducted by
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22 LOKAMANYA TILAK

the
" Natives

"
commanded some influence. At such a>

time, therefore, the appearance of the Kesari (Marathi.

weekly) and of the Mahratta (EngUsh weekly), with self-

sacrificing and patriotic proprietors evoked the liveliest,

appreciation in the mind of the public and considerable

uneasiness in the mind of the Government. The appre-
ciation of the public was shown by the rapid increase

in the circulation of the Kesari—reaching nearly 4,35a
within three years and the uneasiness of the Govern-

ment stands mirrored in a remark in the Report {1882),

on the Native Press which characterized the "prevailing

tone
"

of the Kesari as
'*

unfriendly to the Govern-^

ment." This left-handed compliment conclusively

proves that even in its infancy, the Kesari had distin-

guished itself by its fearlessness. We do not however,,

find the rigorous editorial discipline which we have

learnt to associate with the name of Mr. Tilak. This

was but natural. The proprietors were, one and all,

very young and had yet to form sound views on many
of the social and religious questions of the day. The
editorial eloquence of Agarkar was still in its dawn ;

the exuberant rhetorical style of Vishnushastri felt

the limitations of a newspaper article ; nor do we any-
where find the "parthian shots" of Mr. Tilak, his inci-

sive logic and trenchant criticism. With all their-

faults, the news-papers
—

especially the Kesari—supplied

the wants of their readers and were everywhere

praised with warmth and enthusiasm.

As editor of the Mahratta, Mr. Tilak always cham-

pioned the people's cause and in criticising the policy

of high of&cials made no distinction between white

and black Bureaucrats. He watched with the greatest
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solicitude the administration of Indian States, The
affairs of Kolhapur in particular attracted his attention.

Since 1870, the condition of Kolhapur was far from

desirable. In that year died Rajaram Maharaj and in

the year following his two widows adopted Prince

Shivajirao. Though under good guardianship, the

young Prince began to show, ever since 1877, signs of

insanity and was often subject to delusions and suicidal

tendencies. It was generally believed that this mental

derangement was due to compulsory adminstration ol

intoxicating drugs to the Prince. The author of this

mischief was supposed to be Rao Bahadur Barve,

State Karbhari, who, spurred by the Queen-

Dowager Sakawarbai, wanted to remove the Maharaja
from the Gadi either by death or by proof of his lunacy
and to have a new youth adopted by the Dowager.

People, high and low believed in these rumours, and

on November 24th 1881, a monster meeting was held at

Poona under the presidency of so distinguished and so

moderate a gentleman as the late Hon. Rao Bahadur

Gopalrao Hari Deshmukh. In this meeting, a reso-

lution was passed, suggesting that the Prince should

be immediately put under the guardianship of some

trustworthy persons. Soon after this meeting was

held, it was rumoured that an attempt was actually

made on the life of the young Maharaja, and while

the alarm caused by this rumour had not subsided,

Tilak and Agarkar got three letters purporting to be

\\Titten by the Karbhari. In these letters the plan of

poisoning the Prince was plainly suggested ; and believ-

ing that these letters were genuine, Tilak and Agarkar

published them in the Mahratta and the Kesari and
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challenged the State Karbhari, if he dared, to prove
his innocence befor(^ a court of law.

Thus brought to bay, Rao Bahadur Barve had to

accept the challenge with grim determination. He
hauled up before the Bombay High Court Tilak and

Agarkar and some of his enemies at Kolhapur. His

contention was that his enemies at Kolhapur had

formed themselves into a caucus and had determined

to blaspheme him. His arch-opponent was one Nana
Bhide who having been refused a pleader's Sanad,

had sought to wreck his vengeance by machinations

in and outside the State. A willing tool was found by
Nana Bhide in the natural mother of the Prince who
had a grievancs of her own against the Diwan. Find-

ing themselves impotent to do mischief in the State,

these persons had gone over to Poena, caught the ear

of a credulous public and having approached the

inexperienced editors of the Kesari and the Mahratta,

secured an outlet for their fury. The letters, pur-

porting to be his were mere fabrications made by
Nana Bhide. He had never plotted against the life or

the gadi of his master. The accusations made against

him were wantonly wicked and he called for exemplary

punishment of the offenders.

The sympathies of an admii ing public centred round

Tilak and Agarkar. They had championed the cause

of the representative cf the historic dynasty of

Shivaji the Great. They could gain nothing and had

risked much for the peace and happiness of an unlucky
Prince. They were defended by the combined ability

and eloquence of Bombay's rising leaders —the

fiery Mehta and the sweet-tempered Telang.
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The three letters, of course, formed the pivot of the

case. Were they genuine ? The State Karbhari as-

serted that they were not ; Nana Bhide till the last

persisted in holding that they were. Who could throw

light on the question ? Some witnesses from Kolhapur
were expected to solve the riddle. But, though sum-

moned they did no elect to appear. The High Court

could not compel attendance ; for the witnesses were

beyond its jurisdiction. Neither the Political Agent
nor the Government of Bombay were willing to inter-

fere as the case was a private one. The decision of

the High Court went against Nana Bhide. The
letters were pronounced to be unreliable. Tilak and

Agarkar tendered a graceful apology. But the wrath

of Barve was not to be so appeased. He pressed for

conviction ; and Tilak and Agarkar, though declared

"free from any suspicion of malvolence
"
were found

guilty of having
"
thoughtlessly published defama-

tory
"

articles and were sentenced (i6thjulyi882) each

to four months* simple imprisonment.
The decision of the High Court caused no surprise,

for it was fully anticipated ; and so when Tilak and

Agarkar were seated in a closed carriage and taken

to the Dongri jail, they were rather proud of having
been thus able to show their devotion to their country.

Being inmates of the same cell, they could compare
notes, review their conduct, weigh men and things,

discuss future schemes and past mistakes. Such

discussions were often carried far into the night
and then the bugs and fleas of the dungeon were for-

gotten ; not so the warders' reprimands for having
broken the stillness of the night by their loud and at
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times heated conversation. In spite of such
"
lapses 'i

Tilak and Agarkar were on the whole fairly
"
well

behaved
*' and got 21 days' remission for

"
good

conduct." The disgusting nature of the gaol-diet

told heavily on their health, Mr. Tilak losing as much
as 24 lbs. in weight. But they never complained ,

Only one thing troubled them ; time hung heavily

upon them and they even envied those of their fellow-

prisoners who had been sentenced to rigorous impri-

sonment. Wearied of inaction, they sent in an ap-

plication to the General Superintendent of gaols for

some sort of work and were glad to find that he was

kind enough to place books and writing materials

at their disposal.

While Tilak and Agarkar were in gaol, a move-

ment, headed by the late Principal Wordsworth

and the late Hon. Mr. Mandlik was started to petition

the Government to intervene and save these youths
from the rigours of prison-life. The appeal fell on

deaf ears. The Dinhandhtt very properly said
"
In-

stead of applying to Government for the cancellation

of the punishment, let us show our regard for the

patriotic prisoners by giving them a right royal re-

ception on their return." On October 26th 1882,

Tilak and Agarkar walked out of the portals of

Dongri, free men once more. Enthusiastic crowds

awaited them outside. They were borne off in

triumph. Addresses were presented; laudatory speeches^

wese made ; and the only reply our heroes could,

make to all this overwhelming kindness was to declare

that Prisons would never have any terrors for them

and would never deter them from discharging
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bravely and sincerely their duties. Soon after,

Agarkar ceased to be a politician and confined his

attention only to Education and Social Reform.

Mr. Tilak, however, was privileged frequently to

enjoy the hospitality of His Majesty's gaols ; and un-

broken in his resolution, he pursued till the end his

self-chosen work of National uplift.

We must not forget to mention that while the

Defamation case was proceeding, Gopal Krishna

Gokhale, then a mere college student acted a female

part in a drama the proceeds of which were to go
to the fund started to help Tilak and Agarkar. It is

under these circumstances that Gokhale 's name
has been first introduced to the public. Considering
the future relations between Gokhale and TUak, who
will not love to linger on the fragrant memory of this

small but significant episode ?
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CHAPTER III

THE SCHOOL AND THE COLLEGE
We have undertaken this work of popular education with the

firmest conviction and belief that, of all agents of human civili-

sation, education is the only one that brings about materiali

moral and religious regeneration of fallen countries and raises

ihem up to the level of most advanced Nations by slow and

peaceful revolutions : and in order that this should be so, it

must be ultimately in the hands of the people themselves.

From the Statement of V. S" Apte before the Hunter Com-

mission (1882)

"|Lf"AN*S outlook of the world is necessarily dependent
"^^

upon his environments. Howsoever indomitable be

the individual will, it fails not to realise its limitations and

has to shape its course accordingly. Gifted though he

was with extraordinary ability, superabundent enthu-

siasm and magnificent courage, the only outlet Mr.

Tilak found for his energies was the comparitively mo-

dest field of education. He and his colleagues clearly re*

alised the complete hold which the alien rulers had ob-

tained over the length and breadth of this vast country.

Howsoever much the British Imperialists might boast of

India's conquest by the sword, it has been fully and

freely admitted by Seely that in the willing acquiesence

of Indians in the British Suzerainty alone lay the great-
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